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AGENDA

• What is CDP?

• Climate Change (and the Biodiversity module)

• Water Security (and the Plastics module)

• Forests

• CDP Scoring methodology

• Closing information



WHAT IS CDP?

CDP is a not-for-profit charity that runs the global disclosure system for investors, companies, 
cities, states and regions to manage their environmental impacts.

This years deadline for questionnaire submissions is 
26th July 2023.

The CDP portal expected to open w/c 17th April 2023

680+ financial institutions with US$130 trillion in assets

280+ supply chain members with combined purchasing power of US$6.4 trillion

18,700+ companies disclosed in 2022

1,100+ cities, states and regions in 2021

2022 BY THE NUMBERS
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GROWTH OF CDP DISCLOSURE
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BENEFITS OF DISCLOSURE
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Climate Change Water Security Deforestation Separate module in all 
three questionnaires 

- Collaborative action with supply 

chain and customers

- Shared data and accountability

- Not scored

CDP INVESTOR/CUSTOMER LED QUESTIONNAIRES

- How well are climate-issues 

integrated into business strategy, 

financial planning and risk 

management processes? 

- Energy/emissions transparency

- Water availability, dependency, 

water quality and water pollution 

- Does the company operate or 

source products from areas of 

water stress? [or potential stress] 

- Focuses on the four key 

commodities that drive 

deforestation and ecosystem 

conversion 

- Timber, Cattle Products, Soy, Palm 

Oil (one score for each 

commodity)

- Sustainable procurement
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CDP SECTOR SPECIFIC QUESTIONNAIRES

CDP’s food, beverage, and tobacco 
questions focus on the following 
topics:

• Land management practices with 
climate change 
mitigation/adaptation benefits;

• Biogenic carbon pertaining to 
direct operations;

• Commodity-specific emissions 
intensity data related to the 
activities performed by your 
organisation; and

• Scope 1 and Scope 3 emissions 
breakdowns by relevant business 
activity.



Questionnaire Structures
• Climate Change

• Forests

• Water
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CDP CLIMATE CHANGE QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE
CDP’s Climate change questionnaire focuses on how organisations manage and 
mitigate aspects of climate change.

The onus is on good reporting and governance. Being able to demonstrate a 
robust management system as well as risk and opportunity assessment & 
response.

The questionnaire is also designed to allow clients and prospective investors 
evaluate the climate change credentials of a given organisation, e.g:
• Do they produce low-carbon products? 
• Are they adapting to the business challenges presented by climate change?
• What are my supplier-specific emissions?

Activities in the food, beverage, and tobacco sector include the processing 
(including packaging), manufacturing and trade of food, drinks and tobacco 
consumer goods. Organizations in this sector may also produce their own raw 
materials, or source them from the agricultural commodities sector.
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CDP CLIMATE CHANGE QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE

C0 Introduction

Introduction

Business activities 
emissions 
relevancy

Agricultural 
commodity 
dependency

Unique market 
identifiers

C1 Governance

Board Oversight

Management 
responsibility

Employee 
Incentives

C2 Risks and 
opportunities

Management 
processes

Risk Disclosure

Opportunity 
Disclosure

C3 Business strategy

Business strategy

C4 Targets and 
performance

Targets

Other-climate 
related targets

Emissions 
reduction 
initiatives

Land management 
practices

Low carbon 
products
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C5 Emissions 
methodology

Changes in 
reporting 

methodology

Base year 
emissions

Emissions 
methodology 

details

C6 Emissions data

Scope 1 emissions 
data

Scope 2 emissions 
reporting

Scope 2 emissions 
data

Exclusions

C6 cont.

Scope 3 emissions 
data

Biogenic carbon 
data: agriculture

Other emissions 
data: agricultural 

commodities

Emissions 
intensities

C7 Emissions 
breakdown

Scope 1: GHGs

Scope 1: 
country/area

/region

Scope 1: business 
breakdown

Scope 1 
breakdown: 
agriculture

C7 cont.

Scope 2 : 
country/area

/region

Scope 2: business 
breakdowns

Emissions 
breakdown by 

subsidiary

Emissions 
performance

C8 Energy

Spend

Activities

(C-AC7.4/C-FB7.4/C-
PF7.4) Do you 

include emissions 
pertaining to your 

business activity(ies) 
in your direct 

operations as part of 
your global gross 
Scope 1 figure?

CDP CLIMATE CHANGE QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE
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C9 Additional metrics

Other climate-
related metrics

C10 Verification

Verification

Other verified 
climate-related 

data

C11 Carbon pricing

Carbon pricing 
systems

Project-based 
carbon credits

Internal price of 
carbon

C12 Engagement

Value chain 
engagement

Climate-related 
requirements

Agricultural 
supplier 

engagement

Public policy

Communications

Industry 
collaboration

C13 Other land 
management impacts

Implemented by 
you

Implemented by 
suppliers

C15 Biodiversity

Board oversight

Public 
commitment

Value chain 
impacts

Biodiversity-
sensitive areas

Actions, 
performance and 

reporting

C16 Signoff

New in 2022
not scored

SC Supply Chain 
Module

Allocating your 
emissions to your 

customers

Collaborative 
opportunities

Action Exchange

Product (goods 
and services) level 

data

CDP CLIMATE CHANGE QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE
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CDP CLIMATE CHANGE BIODIVERSITY

(C15.1) Is there board-level oversight and/or executive management-level 
responsibility for biodiversity-related matters within your organization

(C15.2) Has your organization made a public commitment and/or endorsed any 
initiatives related to biodiversity?

(C15.3) Does your organization assess the impacts and dependencies of its value 
chain on biodiversity?

(C15.4) Does your organization have activities located in or near to biodiversity-
sensitive areas in the reporting year?

(C15.4a) Provide details of your organization’s activities in the reporting 
year located in or near to biodiversity -sensitive areas.

(C15.5) What actions has your organization taken in the reporting year to progress 
your biodiversity-related commitments?

(C15.6) Does your organization use biodiversity indicators to monitor performance 
across its activities?

(C15.7) Have you published information about your organization’s response to 
biodiversity-related issues for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP 
response? If so, please attach the publication(s)

Why?
Climate change is intrinsically linked to biodiversity.

“Biodiversity loss, caused by deforestation, intensive 
agriculture, and mismanaged urban growth and 
hastened by climate change, was one of the contributing 
factors that created the conditions for the COVID-19 
pandemic, and triggered dire warnings of more to 
come.” – CDP 2022

What?

How?
• Most responses are drop-downs (the best answer is 

usually obvious)
• Free text field - Description of oversight and 

objectives relating to biodiversity
• None of it is scored
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CDP WATER QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE

The CDP Water Questionnaire is based on the principles of the UN’s 
‘CEO Water Mandate’ and the ‘Corporate Water Disclosure 
Guidelines 2014’ and is aligned with other organisations including 
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Sustainability Accounting 
Standards Board (SASB) and the World Resources Institute.

The CDP water security food, beverage & tobacco sector specific 
questions are targeted at organizations with processing and 
manufacturing activities, but it also requests information related to 
any agricultural production activities engaged in directly or within 
their supply chain. 

There is a full questionnaire & a minimum questionnaire. The food, 
beverage & tobacco sector-specific topics include:
• Production or sourcing of agricultural products in areas of water 

stress; and
• Water intensity of produced or sourced agricultural products.

In essence:
• Where? is water used in operations or 

in supplier operations

• Why? is water used

• When? could there be issues around 
use in the future

• What? do you use, i.e. volumes in and 
out

• How? is the business managing water 
use/waste and direct/indirect impacts 
(including targets), and collaborating

• Who? is responsible for managing 
water issues
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CDP WATER QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE

W0 Introduction

Introduction

W1 Current state

Dependence

Company-wide 
water accounting

Water intensity

Hazardous 
substances

Value chain 
engagement

W2 Business impacts

Recent impacts 
on your business

Compliance 
impacts

W3 Procedures

Pollutant 
management 
procedures

Other 
management 
procedures

Risk assessment

W4 Risks and 
opportunities

Risk exposure

Risks and 
response

Opportunities

W5 Facility-level water 
accounting

Facility-level 
water accounting
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CDP WATER QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE

W6 Governance

Water policy

Board oversight

Management 
responsibility

Employee 
incentives

Public policy 
engagement

Reporting

W7 Business 
strategy

Strategic plan

CAPEX/OPEX

Scenario 
analysis

Water pricing

Products and 
services

W8 Targets

Water-related 
targets

W9 Verification

Verification of 
water 

information

W10 Plastics pt.1

Mapping 
plastics

Potential 
impacts

Risks to the 
business

Targets

W10 Plastics pt.2

Activities

Metrics for 
production of 

plastic polymers

Metrics for 
durable goods/ 

components

Metrics for 
plastic 

packaging

W11 Signoff

Further 
information

SignoffSW Supply chain

Supply chain 
introduction

Facility details

Collaborative 
opportunities

Water 
intensity (SW)

New Module – not scored
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CDP WATER PLASTICS

(W10.1) Have you mapped where in your value chain plastics are used 
and/or produced?

(W10.2) Across your value chain, have you assessed the potential 
environmental and human health impacts of your use and/or 
production of plastics?

(W10.3) Across your value chain, are you exposed to plastics-related 
risks with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic 
impact on your business? If so, provide details.

(W10.4) Do you have plastics-related targets, and if so what type?

(W10.5) Indicate whether your organization engages in the following 
activities.

(W10.6) Provide the total weight of plastic polymers sold and indicate 
the raw material content.

(W10.8) Provide the total weight of plastic packaging sold and/or used, 
and indicate the raw material content.

Why?
“Plastic pollution is detrimental to our ecosystems, economies 
and communities. To be able to act effectively, companies must 
first develop a robust understanding of how they contribute to 
the plastic pollution crisis and the financial, commercial, legal, 
and reputational impacts, opportunities and risks they face as a 
result. Plastic-related disclosure at scale will be the foundation 

of transformative action.” – CDP 2022

What?

How?
• Most responses are drop-downs (the best answer is 

usually obvious)
• Free text field – commentary on plastic related 

activities (e.g. plastic production)
• None of it is scored

(W10.7) Provide the total weight of plastic durable goods/components 
sold and indicate the raw material content.
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CDP FORESTS QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE

CDP’s forests questionnaire focuses on how organisations produce, source and 
use four key forest risk commodities: 
• Timber
• Cattle products
• Soy
• Palm oil
and is based on the principles of the Accountability Framework Initiative.

Other commodities are disclosable:
• Rubber
• Cocoa
• Coffee
however they are not scored.

There is a full questionnaire and a minimum questionnaire. Sector specific 
questions for Coal, Metals & mining, and Paper & forestry only.
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F0 Introduction

Company details

F1 Current state

Dependence

Measurement

Detrimental 
impacts

Land conversion

F2 Procedures

Risk assessment

Value chain 
mapping

Risk 
classification

F3 Risks and 
opportunities

Risks

Opportunities

F4 Governance

Board 
oversight

Management 
responsibility

Employee 
incentives

Reporting

Policy

Public 
commitment

(F1.5b) Provide a 
breakdown of your DCF 
and non-DCF volumes 
relevant to your stage 
in the supply chain 
according to how 
verification is achieved 
and the highest level of 
traceability, 
respectively.

CDP FORESTS QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE
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F5 Business strategy

Strategic plan

F6 Implementation 
pt.1

Targets

Traceability

Certification

Control systems

F6 Implementation 
pt.2

Brazilian Forest 
Code

Legal compliance

Engagement

Ecosystem 
restoration 

projects

F7 Verification

Verification

F8 Barriers and 
challenges

Barriers and 
challenges

F17 Signoff

Further 
information

SignoffSF Supply chain

`Supply chain 
introduction

Certified 
volume sold

Collaborative 
opportunities

Emissions

CDP FORESTS QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE



Overview of Scoring Methodology
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CDP SCORING EXAMPLE
‘Supplier Engagement Rating’
– based on specific sub-sections 

of the main questionnaire 
(engagement, governance, targets, 
scope 3)

Not to be confused with the 
‘supply chain module’ – which isn’t 
scored
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Level Climate 
Change

Score 
band

Disclosure 0-44% D-

45-79% D

Awareness 0-44% C-

45-79% C

Management 0-44% B-

45-79% B

Leadership 0-44% A-

80-100% A

SCORING METHODOLOGY

CDP operates a tiered scoring system assessing 
Disclosure, Awareness, Management &
Leadership.

In order to be assessed at each stage a 
company must pass an 80% threshold in the 
previous stage. This means focusing on the 
higher tiers (i.e. Leadership) before ensuring 
they have demonstrated sufficient levels in the 
lower tiers is wasted effort.
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Your score vs the industry average

SCORING EXAMPLE FEEDBACK



SCORING METHODOLOGY
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SCORING METHODOLOGY

Initiative 
category

Initiative 
type

Estimated 
annual CO2e 

savings 
(metric tons 

CO2e)

Scope(s) or 
Scope 3 

category(ies) 
where 

emissions 
savings occur

Voluntary/ 
Mandatory

Annual 
monetary 

savings (unit 
currency – as 
specified in 

C0.4)

Investment 
required 

(unit 
currency – as 
specified in 

C0.4)

Payback 
period

Estimated 
lifetime of 

the initiative
Comment
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SCORING METHODOLOGY
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SCORING METHODOLOGY

Disclosure 
numerator

Disclosure 
denominator

Awareness 
numerator

Awareness 
denominator

Management 
numerator

Management 
denominator

Leadership 
numerator

Leadership 
denominator

9 9 6 6 2 2 0 0
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SCORING METHODOLOGY

Responder decided to include 
details on emissions reduction 
initiative with an impressive impact, 
unfortunately it was “to be 
implemented” and so should not 
have been disclosed here. 

Disclosure 
numerator

Disclosure 
denominator

Awareness 
numerator

Awareness 
denominator

Management 
numerator

Management 
denominator

Leadership 
numerator

Leadership 
denominator

9 9 3 6 0 2 0 0



Closing information
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CDP CLOSING INFORMATION



Further Reading

Guidance for companies – CDP
https://www.cdp.net/en/guidance/guidance-for-companies

CDP CLOSING INFORMATION

https://www.cdp.net/en/guidance/guidance-for-companies


Questions & Queries

Nicola Herschell
Principal Consultant – Carbon & Energy Management

nherschell@slrconsulting.com

Amy Brimmicombe
Senior Consultant – ESG Strategic Advisory

amy.brimmicombe@corporate-citizenship.com

CDP CLOSING INFORMATION


